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PICK ‘N PAY’S HARAAM PIES
WITH SANHA’S
LOGO
ANOTHER SANHA
HARAAM CARRION
DEBACLE
SANHA’S FUTILE
DISSOCIATION
SANHA’s flabby dissociation from
this latest haraam carrion debacle serves no valid purpose. Numerous
Muslims who are addicted to devouring SANHA’s halaalized carrion
merely on the basis of the carrion logo, must have devoured the haraam
carrion pies which were and are marketed with SANHA’s logo. SANHA’s
tweet is laughable rubbish.
Even if it is accepted that SANHA did not halaalize the carrion pies, the
fact that PICK ‘n PAY outlets had the audacity to brazenly affix SANHA’s
carrion logo to the haraam pies speaks volume for the malpractices gone
haywire. While this one incident has come to light, how many other similar
carrion episodes remain undetected? And, how much haraam carrion and
vark did the Muslim community devour over the decades on the strength of
SANHA, MJC and NIHT logos? There should therefore be no surprise for
the staggering degree of immorality and disease prevalent in the Muslim
community.
Like a dog with its tail between its legs, SANHA sheepishly tweets:
‘Report to SANHA”. Indeed it is ludicrous and laughable! The
misappropriation of the carrion logo is fraudulent. The crime has already
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been committed. Others have discovered it, not SANHA. Muslims have
devoured the haraam filth. This is the kind of moral and spiritual damage
which the halaaization of carrion by the SANHA and others has all along
been causing. It is humanly impossible to adequately police and supervise
the thousands of kuffaar factories, plants and business outlets to ensure
100% adherence to the mock conditions stipulated in the mock certificates
of deception. In fact, there never was Shar’i supervision, and it is not
possible to establish such supervision and inspection. All claims in this
regard made by the carrion cabal are despicable LIES designed to deceive
and mislead Muslims.
In the interests of fairness we must say that Muslims who devour carrion
on the basis of ‘halaal’ logos are worse than SANHA and the MJC. While
these Carrion Halaalizers are chasing the haraam boodle, the Muslim
devourers of the carrion are gratifying their nafs.
Even if today, SANHA should discontinue its haraam carrion halaalizing
industry, the disease of carrion addiction will not allow the devourers to
abstain from eating the carrion filth. Their blood is saturated with haraam.
They are like drug addicts.
As long as Muslims do not totally abstain from consuming the avalanche
of HARAAM carrion chickens and other carrion meat products halaalized
by SANHA, MJC, NIHT, ICSA, etc. they will sink deeper and deeper into
the quagmire of immorality. The brains and hearts of Muslims will remain
corrupted. The Duas and ibaadat of those devouring haraam are not
accepted. The damage and corruption are not restricted to the Soul. Carrion
ingestion creates many grave diseases such as heart problems, diabetes,
CANCER, etc.
Since carrion deranges the proper functioning of the intellect, Muslims
fail to understand the ruin they are inflicting on their bodies and souls with
all the carrion they are devouring. Only when a disease like cancer afflicts
them, will their eyes open. But then it is too late. It is not expected of
Muslims to descend to sub-dog level for the sake of relishing on carrion.
Allah Ta’ala has created the Muslim as the noblest of His creation. It does
not behove this Ashraful Makhluqaat (noblest of creation) to behave like
vultures and shayaateen whose staple diet is carrion. Carrion chickens
halaalized by SANHA, MJC and NIHT have become the staple diet of
Muslims. May Allah Ta’ala guide Muslims who have enslaved themselves
to shaitaan who has adorned his ‘food’ for them. SANHA’s carrion is
shaitaan’s food.
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